
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robotiq Launches INSIGHTS Software To Measure Universal Robots Performance 
24/7 web app monitors robot cell and provides data to increase productivity  

 
Québec City, Canada, September 12, 2017 – Robotiq launches the first software product to optimize               
Universal Robots performance. Insights is a web application that takes robot cell deployment to another               
level, letting users find out how productive their robotic operation was in any given period of time. 
 
“Manufacturing engineers face a lack of visibility into their robot’s operational performance,” explains             
Robotiq CTO Jean-Philippe Jobin. If you ask them how productive was their robot today, they do not                 
have what it takes to answer. Insights gives real-time performance metrics, advanced optimization             
analytics and alerts. Altogether, this data allows engineers to react quickly to any weakness and reduce                
operational costs.” 
 
Built for Universal Robots, Insights provides key performance indicators allowing manufacturing           
engineers to improve their product quality and increase process efficiency. Automation engineers get             
the data to optimize robot performance by reducing cycle time and diagnosing failures.  
 
Production managers see the long term trend in robot performance to improve planning and overall               
productivity. Insights Dashboard also gives the operators real-time status and alerts to simplify the              
production. Backed with valuable robot performance data from Insights, ROI will become crystal clear              
and help manufacturers plan future automation projects.  
 
How productive was your robot today? Try Insights now 
Get free robot cell deployment resources on leanrobotics.org 
  
About Robotiq 
 
Robotiq’s Lean Robotics methodology and products enable manufacturers to deploy productive robot            

cells across their factory. They leverage the Lean Robotics methodology for faster time to production               

and increased productivity from their robots. Production engineers standardize on Robotiq’s Plug + Play              

Components for their ease of programming, built-in integration, and adaptability to many processes.             

They rely on Flow’s software suite to accelerate robot projects and optimize robot performance once in                

production. 

 

Robotiq is the humans behind the robots: an employee-owned business with a passionate team and an                
international partner network. 
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https://robotiq.com/products/insights
http://leanrobotics.org/
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Media contact 
David Maltais, Communications and Public Relations Coordinator 
d.maltais@robotiq.com 
1-418-929-2513 
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